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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the best practices to carry out the verification and validation (V&V) for a safety-critical embedded system, part of a larger system-of-systems. The paper talks about the effectiveness of this strategy from performance and time schedule requirement of a project. The best practices employed for the V&V is a modification of the conventional V&V approach. The proposed approach is iterative which introduces new testing methodologies apart from the conventional testing methodologies, an effective way of implementing the phases of the V&V and also analyzing the V&V results. The new testing methodologies include the random and non-real time testing apart from the static and dynamic tests. The process phases are logically carried out in parallel and credit of the results of the different phases are taken to ensure that the embedded system that goes for the field testing is bug free. The paper also demonstrates the iterative qualities of the process where the iterations successively find faults in the embedded system and executing the process within a stipulated time frame, thus maintaining the required reliability of the system. This approach is implemented in the most critical applications—aerospace application where safety of the system cannot be compromised. The approach used a fixed number of iterations which is set to 4 in this application, with each iteration adding to the reliability and safety of the embedded system. Data collected and results observed are compared with a conventional approach for the same application and it is demonstrated that the strategy proposed reduces the time taken by 50% as compared to a conventional process that attains the same reliability as required in the stipulated time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an effective and reliable V&V approach to be carried out as part of the embedded system development. The modified approach effectively implements the Verification and Validation process ensuring the safety, reliability of the system within the project schedules. A similar work to improve the V&V process is described in the paper by NASA [1].
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Verification & Validation of safety critical subsystems found inside larger systems is a great challenge, not least of all as the Verification and Validation process needs to be carried out within a stipulated time without compromising on the final safety of the overall system. The traditional V&V approach in case of safety critical systems is to test the embedded system with the test cases till such time as all the faults are presumed to be detected and all the tests generated for the system pass. The assumption for execution of these tests is that the test setup is correct and the test cases for the system testing are also correct. It is observed that the time taken to execute these tests often take longer than the required time, many times effecting the project schedules [2].

The conventional V&V approach for an embedded system talks about the sequential execution of the low level testing, software-software integration testing, hardware-software integration testing and finally the system testing. This approach is a proven process to capture bugs, defects in the system during the embedded system development lifecycle. New tools enable this process for better productivity and reliability as the errors with the human in the loop is reduced. Model based development is a step towards in that direction. It is the most appropriate approach in speeding up the process activity and reducing the human errors in critical applications. Model based approach automates the Verification and Validation process resulting in reduced time to carry out this process. This approach is slowly gaining maturity. The tools for V&V of the model-based approach are available but are not qualified. This becomes a bottleneck in case the embedded system is used for a safety critical application in specific the aerospace application. The qualified tool that exists for carrying out the V&V is a very expensive tool affecting the budge of a project and also the entire software cannot be verified especially the input-output processing. The input-output processing reads the various inputs from the external interfaces and validates it for its health and reliability before they are used for critical computations and the output processing provides reliable signals to the external interfaces. The V&V of this functionality of a system is to be carried out with the conventional approach.

This paper proposes a modified conventional approach, which uses the conventional approach as the framework, more parallel activities are carried and some of effective testing methodologies are introduced. The low-level and the software-software integration is carried out sequentially but the hardware-software integration is carried out in parallel with the software testing. This helps in executing the V&V task in the project stipulated time. There may be scenarios where it is not possible to carry out hardware-software integration due to the limitation of the test set up or tools incapability or not possible to test during this phase then if it’s tested at software level the credit is taken from that. New testing methodologies are introduced apart from the existing ones to detect the defects earlier in the phase of the system development. This modified approach is proposed as best practices to be carried out for a V&V process to achieve the reliability and the safety of the system in the project stipulated time.

The iterative V&V process includes tests to be carried out at software level and at the hardware-software integration level in parallel. This approach helped in executing and capturing defects, capturing the requirement either at the software or at the hardware-software integration level. The process in each iteration includes document review, traceability establishment, test execution and report generation. Iterative approach is a good practice proposed for the Verification and Validation process and building up the system functionality-wise [3]. This modified approach resulted in establishing best practices which can be employed for the conventional V & V process and also reducing the V&V in process time to 50% less time than the conventional iterative approach where the numbers of iterations are not defined because some of
the test methods described in the best practices are not followed. The paper discusses in detail the strategy to carry out the V & V process, comparison with the conventional approach and the results of the two approaches. This approach is carried out for the embedded system development for use on a larger system, a 14-seater civilian aircraft. The embedded system is a critical system as it monitors critical parameters in the aircraft during its flight so the reliability requirement for this system is very high.

Section II defines the terminology used in this paper. Section III gives an overview of the literature survey. Section IV describes the iterative Verification & Validation process carried out, and Section VI describes the implementation. Section VII illustrates the effectiveness of the V&V process and Section VIII summarizes the conclusion.

2. TERMINOLOGY

Definitions of some of the terminologies used in this paper are defined in this section and the definitions are pertaining to this paper.

Verification and Validation process: In any process driven system or software development the verification process verifies if the system or software is being developed as per the requirement and the validation process confirms the system or software is developed as per the requirement. The verification process is carried out during the different developmental phases of the system or the software. The validation process is done at the end of the system or software development. 50-70% of the developmental resources are consumed by this process. [4]. This process consists of reviews, analysis, checklist generation and testing.

Safety critical system: A system whose functionality affects the safety of the environment, human life, or the nation’s interests is a safety critical system.

Embedded system: A system comprising of hardware, software and additional mechanical parts designed to perform specific function. [5]

Testing: Testing is a part of the Verification and Validation process where the system or software is checked by executing specific test cases. These test cases are developed based on the system or software requirement. The results of these test cases are pass or fail based on the system or software functional requirement. Testing needs a test tool in case of software testing and a test set-up in case of system testing.

DO-178B: DO-178B is the Software Considerations in Air-borne Systems and Equipment Certification. FAA's Advisory Circular AC20-115B established DO-178B as the accepted means of certifying all new aviation software. It provides the guidelines for developing airborne software. Based on the increasing order of the software criticality the software is categorized as Level E,D,C,B and A.

Build: The software released by the design team for the V&V process is called a Build. Each Build has a specific software functionality to be tested. The numbers of builds to be released are to be decided by the V&V team.
3. BACKGROUND

A lot of work is being carried out in this field as the reliability of any system is affected by the Verification and the Validation process. The V&V process consumes 50-70% of the system development cycle. Various techniques are being researched on for reducing this time. Various papers talk about the different Verification and Validation process like the model based, conventional and model and conventional based Verification and Validation and the effective software testing strategies [6] [7] [8].

The current work is different from the literature surveyed as this paper discusses about the effective testing strategy for a safety critical systems in the stipulated time of frame with high reliability. The paper [2] talks about the similar work carried out by this paper but the concentration is more on the reliability rather than the testing methodologies to reduce the Verification and Validation time maintaining the required reliability. Other papers talk about the Verification and Validation approaches for specific applications, reliability computations from the testing results of the software. A brief overview of the literature survey is given below.

Tal et.al [2] discusses the importance of testing and reliability in safety-Critical applications is described , in particular defense applications. Two new testing methodologies, Single Risk Sequential Testing (SRST) and the Probability Ratio Sequential Testing (PRST) are described and compared for the consumer risk. The optimal testing policies are described to maintain a high reliability and this is demonstrated with a new reliability model for safety-critical systems. Statistical data are provided to demonstrate it. The paper also describes the methods for improving the calculated reliability or shortening the testing duration.

Bertolino [9] deals with software testing, software reliability and the effectiveness of the testing. ‘Testability’ is the word which is being used in this paper to analyse the effectiveness of testing. The paper describes a model of program execution and testing, the parameters, events and the probabilities of interest for computing the testability of the system. The description about the relationship between the testability, reliability, software design and the test set-up are given. Formulae to compute the failures even after a successful testing is given and the Bayesian inference is used to find the reliability after the testing is done with the testability approach.

Miller et.al [10] proposes a formula for estimating the probability of failure when the testing process reveals no errors in the system. The formula incorporates random testing results, information about the input distribution and prior probability of failure of the software. The formulae are based on discrete sample space statistical model of software and include Bayesian prior assumptions. The method described assumes that the input distributions are generally not equally likely and that the input distribution assumed during testing may not be the same as that during use. The formulae proposed will help the professionals to quantify the techniques used during the software development and improve the software quality.

Antonia [11] presents the statistical approach for estimating software reliability. The paper talks about the Bayesian Inference mathematical used for statistical testing. Analysis of the expected failure after the testing phase is done and an approach to achieve a reliability target is given. The paper also gives a detailed reliability approaches with various prior distributions and how the
prior distributions help in checking the correctness of the program. These approaches are tested using examples.

Ammann et.al [12] assesses the software reliability by running a large number of test cases and observing the test results. Estimation of the system reliability is achieved by life-testing or the statistical usage testing. The paper talks about the effects of imperfect error detection and the means to compute realistic reliability bounds.

The Handbook released by the U.S Department of Transportation [3] talks about the software life cycle, software testing, safety in software, numerical reliability and tools for software reliability. The chapter 4 of this handbook talks about the testing approach and methodology for safety critical applications. This chapter concludes by suggesting that in case of safety critical applications the deployment should be done in succession of phases and in each deployment the number of deployments is a multiple of the deployments in the previous phase.

Ayaz [13] deals with the importance of Verification and Validation process and the future research directions in this field. The paper speaks about the current Verification and Validation standards like the Testing Maturity Model, Test Process Improvement Model, Test Management Approach, Metrics based Verification and Validation Maturity Model, IEEE standard for Software Unit Testing to name a few. The future research areas in the Verification and Validation techniques are the provision of efficient defect detection and prevention, minimization of test and development costs and schedules, scalability and production of quality products.

Bouali [14] describes Verification methods for model based system development in safety critical systems. Formal methods are used to verify these systems. This paper talks about the formal verification tools from SCADE to carry out the verification. The model based system development is the emerging technology and the tools to verify them should be qualified as the systems are used for safety critical applications. The entire system development and formal verification as per IEC61508 software process model is explained with a performance table to show the effectiveness of the process.

Mats [4] highlights the issues which are still not well understood, namely safety, demonstrating the safety of a system, increasing reliance on the models and automated tools used for development and testing and the importance of the data for a system safety. The system safety aspects to be performed as an integral part of the iterative system development. The verification and the Validation process parallels this development process and verifies that the implemented system satisfies the safety requirement. The demonstration of the safety can be done as per the safety standards. Model based system development is an approach to reduce the verification and Validation cycle process helping in dramatic reduction in cost savings. The model verification and validation is the approach for model based development. With safety the tools used for modeling should be qualified else it may lead to safety issues. The author has elaborated this with examples. Techniques to assure validation of the data is required in the safety critical systems as an incorrect data can lead to catastrophe.

Jeppu et.al [15] discuss the novel non-real time testing of the control law algorithm for the Indian Light Combat Aircraft which resulted in the fault free software performance during its maiden flight. This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the non-real time testing of the software developed on Ada code and discusses the procedure to generate the non-real time test scenarios.
4. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE TWO APPROACHES OF THE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION PROCESS

The paper presents an efficient implementation of the V&V process for a safety critical application. The efficient implementation of the process helps in meeting the project schedule requirement. Every project whether it is safety or non-safety related is time bound and if it is not executed on time there are economic implications. The strategy proposed for carrying out the Verification and Validation process is motivated by the safety critical system development for an indigenous 14-seater aircraft. The system is a part of the Avionics system developed as per the aircraft standards of DO-178B Level A. This system is used to inform the pilot about the critical aircraft warnings. The system requirements are well defined and documented. As per the Safety critical process and the aircraft standards the Failure Hazard Analysis and the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis is also done for the system. These are required to assess the safety requirement of the system. Mats also discusses this [4], and gives an overview of the importance of V&V, noting that 50–70% of the resources are consumed by the Verification and Validation phase and good techniques in this approach can save cost at the same time the time to market of the product. The conventional V&V process flow will carry out the testing of the system until the testing converges to no failure of the test cases [2]. This approach also has a iterative process but the number of iterations depend till the test cases do not converge based on the system application and the safety implication of the test cases which have not converged. This is an ideal approach for a safety critical system V&V process. The prolonged V&V process effects the cost and the time of the project. The documentation involved in each of the iteration also becomes voluminous. The documentation in each iteration involves generation of the artifacts like the test procedure, traceability matrix, test cases, test reports, test observations and the test limitations. The test methodologies used in such approach include — static and dynamic test procedure. Figure 1 gives the V&V process flow for an conventional process

In the above figure the system is divided into various functionalities as it is being developed. The design team releases the V&V builds. Each build has specific functionalities to be tested. The test cases to test the system functionality are developed and once the build is received the test cases are executed and the results observed. If any test fails, the design team fixes the bug and releases the same build with a different version. This is a continues process till the time no test cases fail. This process is followed with other incremental builds and continued till all the builds are tested. Once all the builds are tested, the system tests are carried out. System test is an end to end testing of the embedded system. If there is any failure during this test, the system design is analyzed and many a times there is a change in the system design resulting in carrying out the critical V&V process activities. In this approach each build goes iteration till the build release is not cleared from the safety aspect. In case the project has strict time schedule then this approach may affect the schedule, money and the resources.

The test cases developments for each of the builds are based on static, dynamic and safety based scenarios.

Static based testing: A conventional test case generation method where the different signal values (Analog, Discrete, Digital and ARINC) are generated at fixed intervals of time based on the
signal processing frequency of the embedded system. The test cases generate the signal static values in the normal and the robustness range. Dynamic tests based testing: Conventional test case generation method where the different signal values (Analog, Discrete, Digital and ARINC) are generated in real time using signals like the sinusoidal waveforms, ramp waveforms or random signals based on the rate at which the system processes the data.

![Figure 1 Conventional Verification and Validation process flow](image)

The signal frequency is based on the rate at which the system processes the data and the signal amplitude is based on the operating range of the signal.

Safety tests based testing: The hazard analysis, Failure mode effect analysis of the embedded system helps in generating the safety related issues. The software responses to the various safety
issues of the system are captured. The test cases are designed to make sure that under any unforeseen circumstances the embedded systems does not behave unpredictable and also does not harm the external interfaces, environment and the humans.

The current project requirement is to carry out the V&V process effectively capturing all the bugs early in the process and to complete it within the schedule time. The approach taken is to fixed the numbers of V&V process iterations and also minimize the number of iterations in each of the builds. This is possible by developing the test cases in the most optimized way to capture maximum bugs in minimum number of test cases. This is shown in the Figure 2.

![Flowchart for Effective Verification and Validation process flow]

The process flow is similar to the one in the conventional approach but the major difference is that the build does not undergo iterations until there is a requirement change due to the test case failure. In the above figure the system is divided various functionalities as it is being build up. Unlike the conventional process each build had more than one functionality to be tested. Each
build provided by the designer had functionality which is logically grouped. The numbers of V&V process iterations are also limited to four. This number is limited to four based on the complexity and the various functionality tested in each of the build. For each build the test cases are developed priori. The test cases are executed once the build is received from the design group. Any failure during the build test is analyzed for its impact. If the bug leading to the failure is minor i.e. some code logic implementation change then this bug is fixed and is tested as part of the next build as the incremental builds are built upon the previous build. But in case the test failure is due to a bug which needs a requirement change then the bug is fixed and the same build is run again as the requirement change may lead to other test case changes. The possibility of this is remote as the requirement is reviewed thoroughly by group of system experts. Once the predefined build iterations are over the system tests are carried out. Similar to the conventional approach any failure during this stage is analyzed. Based on the impact analysis sometimes the entire process is redone affecting the project schedules. The probability of such a case is very rare. The number of iterations for project is fixed to four. The test methodologies used for carrying out the V&V process introduces new methodologies which help in detecting critical failures. The random test and the non-real time testing are two such methodologies added to the conventional approach. Apart from the new methodologies added, the approach uses optimized test cases which cover all the requirements of the system. These optimized test cases are generated by doing a detailed study of the system, its safety and functionality and helps in testing the embedded system in the most efficient and complete way. The techniques to optimize the test cases are itself a subject of study.

The test cases developed during the V&V process for each of the incremental build are based on Static, Dynamic, Safety, Random and Non-Real-time based scenarios. Static, dynamic and Safety based test cases are explained in the previous paragraph.

Random tests based testing: In this testing the input domain of the oracle consists of generating random signals being fed to the embedded system. In this test the signal values required by the critical system are generated randomly. This is done by using well defined random functions with different seed values. The range of the random signals is as per the different signal ranges interfacing with the critical system when it interfaces with the various other systems.

In the random tests based testing the critical sections of the software are tested to find the non-obvious bugs. This method is the fastest way to find bugs by generating signals randomly and record the software behavior. Most of the hidden and nonobvious bugs can be detected by this method easily.

Non-Real Time based testing: Safety critical application of the software which are modeled can be tested by this method. The critical section in the unit under test and the other sections interacting with this section are simulated using the normal range test case and robustness range test case to capture the response of the software critical sections. The interacting functions are dummy and the signals generated or the data provided by these functions are simulate. The simulation of the signal or data can either be static or dynamic. In case of static signal or data simulation the data is generated by giving a fixed value of data or signal at any instance of time. In case of dynamics signal generation signals like sine wave, ramp or other random signals are generated at a known frequency and amplitude. In static as well as dynamic tests the signals or data are generated as per the processing frequency of the critical system under test. An example of this testing is the control law applications for aerospace applications. The Non-Real-time test
results help in executing the same tests on the test set up faster as the critical function logical functionality has already been done and passed. The test set up for a non-real time testing is shown in Figure 3

Test set up is an oracle with (human or computer) agent that decides whether the program behaved properly on a given test [4]. The statement of an oracle is given below. Oracle → Input domain X Output domain X. \textit{Sequence of values} → Approve, Rejected

The testing for an embedded system is done at the software level as well as the hardware level with the software embedded in the hardware. The software testing is done on the native hardware with appropriate test tools making the software testing automated or it can be tested manually. The software testing tests the software functionality, capturing the software coverage using the test cases based on the requirement. The tests done at the software level using the tools are static tests. In this project dynamic testing at the software level is introduced. The dynamic test scenarios are developed based on the feedback by the system designers. Test cases are developed based on the requirements, signal type, signal range.

The test cases also cover the normal range of the signals as per the system requirements and the robustness range where the performance of the software is checked under the out of range signal
condition. This is done to make sure that the software architecture is designed for the software’s performance under robust conditions. With every build, the functionality is defined and the build consists of the modules which perform these functionality. Further the software testing is done at two levels—module level and the module integration level. The software and the system testing continues in parallel with each build. This approach also helps in accelerating the process and complementing the test scenarios that are not possible in software level, the credit is taken from the hardware-software integration. Vice-versa is also true. In the conventional approach the software and embedded testing reports are used separately for the iteration to be carried out in each build. In case of the effective approach any failure in the embedded testing is complemented by the test passing at the software level. This is done many a times because sometimes it is not possible to test some requirement at the system level due to the limitation of the test set-up. In case the functionality requirement test gives correct result at the software level and the same functionality requirement fails at the system level then this requirement can be cleared provided the failure is due to the test set up limitation. ‘Coverage’ is an important criteria in the Verification and Validation process. All system requirements have to be covered at any level of testing—software module level, integration level or at the system level. Sometimes if it is not possible to do at either of the levels then such requirements are cleared through analysis. This is possible if the Verification and Validation team is equipped with experienced people to understand and analyze the requirement, develop test cases, execute them, observe the results and generate the report. The Verification and Validation report generated is one of the artifacts for the certification of the critical system. These reports give the confidence of the correctness of the system being deployed in the safety critical systems. AV&V process needs test tools, test setups and a very good set of test cases. In case of safety critical system development the tools used need to be qualified. A qualified tool is a tool in which the outputs are reliable and predictable. There is a rigorous process to qualify tools for safety critical system development and V&V process. Many commercially available tools are qualified these days. The test set up also needs to be qualified. A well qualified tool, test set up and a set of optimized test cases captures most of the bugs in the system development making the system safe and reliable.

5. BEST PRACTICES FOR THE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION PROCESS

The best practices employed to make the V&V effective and the project a success is discussed in this section. The activities to be carried out are the thorough document review, impact analysis of the iterative build, strategy and documentation for the V&V activities in the current build, enhanced and improved testing methodologies, review of the testing procedure and the detailed report generation. Each of the best practices will be described in the following paragraphs.

Document Review: Document review is one of the earliest activity to be carried out once the build is released by the design team for the V&V activities. The document review provides an in depth information regarding the requirement, design and the code implementation. Based on the review, the test procedures are developed.

Impact Analysis: In case of the iterative builds, the new build is reviewed and the changes in comparison to the previous build are analyzed for their impact from the changes to the test procedure strategy.

Test Strategy and Documentation: The impact analysis on the build helps in developing or updating or modifying the test strategy for the test procedure. The impact analysis, strategy are documented for reference during the build activity.
V&V activities for the iterative build: The document also documents the various activities for the iterative build. All the activities will not be applicable for a particular build based on the functionality implemented by the build.

Enhanced and improved methodologies: The testing methodologies include software testing that include static and dynamic test. Hardware Software Integration testing includes static, dynamic and random testing. Based on the functionality the non-real time based testing can be carried out for Hardware Software Integration testing.

Review of the Testing Procedure: This is to make sure that the test procedure is correct and compete before the execution of the tests.

Execution and Report Generation: This activity is the last activity to be carried out and the results obtained are analyzed and based on the pass fail criteria the test reports are generated with the information of the requirements captured, limitation and the observations during the tests.

These activities are carried out for the V&V process activity in a sequential way ensuring the effectiveness of the process and capturing the bug early in the process.

6. IMPLEMENTING THE EFFECTIVE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION PROCESS

The previous section gives an overview of the two V&V approaches. This section talks about the implementation of the V&V approach proposed to show its effectiveness. As mentioned earlier the approach is developed for a safety critical avionics application.

There is also a different school of thought for the effective approach for Verification and Validation process in which the testing for the system requirements is carried out at the system level. The testing of the software is not carried out separately on the native platform. Instead the software is tested as part of the system. This approach reduces the time required to carry out the Verification and Validation process further. This approach can be used if the critical system is reused for different applications with changes in the software and the same team carries the Verification and Validation process. In case of a new project with new test scenarios it is advisable and necessary that the entire process of software testing, system testing to cover the requirements and gain confidence about the system. Many may contest this thought but with experience we have realized this.

The tools used for the software testing were qualified and commercially available. The test set up for the embedded system testing is developed in-house as it is specific to the application. The qualification of the setup is carried out by an independent team. This team is a part of the quality team. Qualification is done by testing the features provided by the test set up. The test set-up test procedure is developed by the V&V team as it is aware of the requirements to be provided by the test set up which will help them in carrying out the tests. These test procedures are documented in the Acceptance Test Procedure document. The test procedure underwent a lot reviews before it was accepted.
In the test set up for the application the various signals the critical system uses are simulated through the data acquisition cards. These cards are programmed to generated signals required for testing the system under test. The build released by the designers provide test points in the system to debug and trace the signal and data flow from the various functionalities in the critical system from the input to the output. The test points, system outputs are received in the receiver computer. The receiver computer has a in-house built software which captures these results and generates a Pass, Fail report. The test set up used for the project is shown in figure 5

![Figure 5 Test Set-Up Used For The Application](image)

Qualification of the test set up and the test tools help in building up the confidence of the V&V team, certification team, quality team and the design team about the results generated by it.

The critical system which is being developed and tested consists of 22 functionalities in all. The 22 functionalities are logically divided into four builds. Each of the build is given by the design team and is V&V iteration for the V&V team. The building up of the functionality in each build by the design team is in concurrence with the V&V team. The buildup of the functionalities by the design team should be such that the regression testing of some of the test cases of the previous build can be executed. If this provision is not provided then any build fixes cannot be tested in the next build resulting in the iterations of the same build till all the fixes are done before proceeding to the next build. Description of each of the V&V iteration with the functionality tested in each iteration is given below. Each of the V&V iteration executes the software tests using the software test tool, system test using the test set up developed for the app Application software 22 functionalities

- Iteration 1 → Input, output interfaces, input, output processing and System initialization
- Iteration 2 → Iteration 1 + warnings + Built In Tests
- Iteration 3 → Control Law + Monitors + Iteration 2
- Iteration 4 → System Time Response + Failure Management + Data Logging + Iteration 3
- Iteration 5 → System testing

The number of functions in each of the iteration is given below.

- Iteration 1 → Comprises of 9 functions of the system
- Iteration 2 → 2 functions + Iteration 1
- Iteration 3 → 2 functions + Iteration 2
- Iteration 4 → 9 functions + Iteration 3
- Iteration 5 → System testing
This iterative approach used was effective as in each of the iteration the regression testing of the previous iteration was possible. The functionalities to be tested were defined and the test cases were developed as per the tests to be carried out in each of the builds.

The total functionality of the critical system adds up to 22,000 software lines of code. This is implemented in 132 modules. The implementation in each module is dictated as per the coding standard and coding style. The number of modules tested in each of the iteration is shown below.

Iteration 1→ 9 functions to be tested at system level and 40 modules to be tested at the software level
Iteration 2 → 2 functions+Iteration1 at system level and 40 modules to be tested at software level + regression testing of previous iteration
Iteration 3→ 2 functions+Iteration2 at system level and 45 modules to be tested at software level + regression testing of previous iteration
Iteration 4→ 9 functions+Iteration3 at the system level and 5 modules at software level
Iteration 5→ System testing

The static, dynamic and random based test cases are executed in each of the V&V iteration mentioned above. The Non-Real time testing is executed in the Iteration 3 because this iteration tests the critical functionality of the application and it is very logical intensive. The logical correctness of this functionality is to be checked thoroughly. The Safety based test cases are part of each of the iteration and extensively checked in the Iteration 4 as the total application is available in iteration 4.

There are various tasks to be carried out by the V&V team before and after the tests are carried out. Test cases were developed after a complete understanding of the system, tools used and the test set up. The various references for generating these test cases were the system requirements, implementation of the requirement in the design, failure hazard analysis report of the system, Failure Mode and Effect Analysis report of the system, the various signals coming to the system, their range, frequency and tolerance level of the various signals. Test set up was qualified and the software was developed in-housed to automate the test scenario. This software also underwent qualification. Qualification reports were generated after successfully completing these qualifications. Analyzing the test result and generating the test report with test pass or fail information is carried out after the execution of the test cases at the software and system level.

Table 1 Time Taken and the Test Cases in each iteration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Test Cases</th>
<th>Time taken</th>
<th>Loops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Iteration</td>
<td>3507</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Iteration</td>
<td>1698</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Iteration</td>
<td>2639</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Iteration</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Iteration</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Test Cases</th>
<th>Time taken</th>
<th>Loops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Iteration</td>
<td>1061</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Iteration</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Iteration</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The test cases developed for carrying out the software testing in each iteration is briefed below.
Iteration1 → 1200 test cases for 40 modules
Iteration2 → 1300 test cases for 40 modules
Iteration3 → 1600 test cases for 45 modules
Iteration4 → 125 test cases for 5 modules

The test cases developed for carrying out the system testing in each iteration is briefed below.
Iteration1 → 2307 test cases
Iteration2 → 398 test cases
Iteration3 → 1039 test cases
Iteration4 → 449 test cases
Iteration5 → 1900 test cases

The table below shows the time taken by each of the iteration and the test cases executed at each iteration. The test cases are inclusive of the test cases for software and system testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Test Cases</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>2577</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninth</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenth</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleventh</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entire V&V process took six months to complete the complete the V&V process from the task of test set up qualification, test cases generation, test cases execution at the software level and at the system level, analyzing the results, generating the test reports and the decision to go ahead with the next iteration or loop in the same iteration till the bugs are fixed. It was observed that the fist iteration was looped twice as there was the initialization of the hardware which did not functional properly. Once this bug was fixed all the other iteration bugs were fixed in the subsequent iteration.

7. COMPUTING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE STRATEGY

The effectiveness of the approach can be realized only by comparing the data with the different existing approach on the same application. We used the conventional approach for the same aerospace application. The conventional approach to carry out the V&V is already explained. In this section we talk about the implementation of the application using this approach and compute the parameters like the number of iterations, number of test cases and the time taken for executing these iterations. The process also generates the same artifacts, efforts to qualify the tools, test set up and the same team strength and experience is used for this approach. This hypothetical approach is taken to compare the metrics generated by both the approaches and then quantify the effectiveness of either of the approaches.
The conventional approach is described in the earlier section and the data collected by implementing the V&V process is analyzed. The number of iterations the conventional V&V approach takes for this application is 11 and the functionality covered in each of the iteration is shown below.

Application software 22 functionalities

- **Iteration 1**: System Initialization
- **Iteration 2**: Input, output interfaces +Iteration 1
- **Iteration 3**: Input, Output processing +Iteration 2
- **Iteration 4**: Built In Tests +Iteration 3
- **Iteration 5**: Warnings +Iteration 4
- **Iteration 6**: Control Laws +Iteration 5
- **Iteration 7**: Monitors +Iteration 6
- **Iteration 8**: System Modes +Iteration 7
- **Iteration 9**: System Time Response, Data Logging +Iteration 8
- **Iteration 10**: Failure Management +Iteration 9
- **Iteration 11**: System testing

The conventional approach takes each functional of the application and tests those particular functions till all the bugs are cleared. The next iteration is not executed till the time the current iteration bugs are not fixed resulting in more time needed to execute the iterations. The table below shows the time taken by each of the iteration, number of test cases executed and the looping done at each iteration for the conventional V&V approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Test Cases</th>
<th>Time taken</th>
<th>Loops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Some of the major strategy which makes the ‘effective’ approach for V&V effective are discussed. Iterations 2,3,5,8 and 10 loop for more than one time. Since the system is being developed for a safety critical avionics application the looping does not happen in every iteration. This ensures that the process followed for the requirement establishment, test case generation, qualification of the tools and the test set up is good as that of the ‘effective’ approach. The second iteration loops for two times because there are system related bugs which need to be corrected before the next iteration is executed. The same bug is found in the first iteration of the 'Effective' approach and the analysis showed that the bug needs to be fixed in the current iteration as the subsequent iteration will not perform correctly. The bug was related to the resource clash happening at the hardware communication channels. The looping of other iterations are removed in the ‘Effective’ approach by fixing the bug and performing the regression testing in the subsequent iteration. The build released by the design team is such that as we build up the functionality of the system, the earlier functionality can be tested by the V&V team.

The other difference in the proposed approach is of postponing some of the requirement testing at the later stage without effecting the schedule. Many a times the requirement cannot be tested because the entire application is not available, so such requirements are test during the end to end system testing. But at the software test level the partial functionality can be tested for its correctness. This approach helps in preceding further rather than failing the requirement and trying to fix the bug.

Table 2 TimeTakenandtheTestCasesineachiterationfortheConventionalV&Vprocess
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Conv</th>
<th>Eff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Iteration</td>
<td>1061</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Iteration</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Iteration</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Iteration</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Iteration</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Iteration</td>
<td>2577</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh Iteration</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth Iteration</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninth Iteration</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenth Iteration</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleventh Iteration</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Functionality comparison between the Conventional and the Effective Verification and Validation process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Conv</th>
<th>Eff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Test Cases</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>11000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time taken to complete</td>
<td>351 days</td>
<td>180 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The critical sections of the applications are logical intensive and to check the correctness of these logics the Non-Real-time testing approach is used. These logics are demonstrated by the design team to prove the correct implementation of the critical sections. The test cases and their results are appended with the test cases and the results developed by the V&V team. This will prevent the repetition of the test cases execution. Many of these tests are done at the model levels and using the simulation the results are generated. This approach helps in reducing the time in executing the critical sections by repeating the same tests. The report generated appends the results of the tests carried out at the simulation level and at the system level.

Optimization of the test cases help in generating the optimized test cases covering the entire requirements. Lot of simulations and detail study of the system is required before the optimized set of test cases can be used. This approach reduces the time to execute the test cases and also the numbers of test cases are reduced.

The above mentioned approaches are used in the proposed V&V strategy and the results obtained are discussed in the earlier section. The results obtained using the conventional approach are T compared with respect to the number of iterations, number of test cases and the time taken to complete the V&V process. Note ‘Conv’ is used instead of Conventional V&V process and ‘Eff’ is used instead of Effective V&V process.

The effectiveness of the two approaches can be seen in the bar chart shown in Figure6
Figure 6 shows the time reduction in carrying out the effective approach strategy maintaining the prescribed reliability of the critical system. The same reliability is obtained with the conventional approach but the time taken is more.

The ‘Effectiveness’ of the strategy is justified not only by the data obtained during the V&V process but the system is successfully installed in the aircraft after getting a nod from the certification agency. The success of the V&V strategy for V&V is quantified by the fact that the system is performing as per the requirement during the flight tests. The post-flight data analysis shows that there is no nuisance warning or failure of the system since it is installed in the aircraft.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an implementation efficient strategy to carry out the V&V process. The paper proposes an ‘Effective’ strategy to execute the process within the project schedule without effecting the safety and reliability of the system. The strategy proposes a fixed iteration V&V process. In each of the iteration the functionality of the embedded system is added and test by means of test methodologies like static, dynamic, random, non-real time and safety related testing. These testing methodologies are capable of capturing system bugs to improve the testing process. Limiting the number of iterations reduces the time taken by the V&V process for a project. The documentation for each of the iteration also reduces and the time taken to produce the artifacts also reduces.

This approach has a lot of scope in applications where the completion of the project on schedule effects economy and success of the project. The strategy proposed can be implemented for any safety critical embedded system applications.

The strategy proposed and its effectiveness is shown by implementing this approach for an aerospace application. The Verification and Validation data is collected within the required time.
frame and attaining the same prescribed reliability. The same application is hypothetically tested using the regular approach and the data collected with the time taken to test the safety critical embedded system. The time taken to complete the Verification and Validation of the aerospace application reduces the time by 50% with the strategy proposed maintaining the same probability of success. Based on the experience of carrying out the V&V for safety critical embedded system, a guideline to decide the number of V&V iterations is given. This will help in analyzing the number of iterations to be taken for the system based on this complexity, time schedule of the project and the maximum allowable failures based on the criticality of the application.
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